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ON THE RANGE OF THE RADON ¿-PLANE TRANSFORM
AND ITS DUAL

FULTON B. GONZALEZ

Abstract. We present direct, group-theoretic proofs of the range theorem for

the Radon d-plane transform / —► / on ¿^(R"). (The original proof, by

Richter, involves extensive use of local coordinate calculations on G(d, n),

the Grassmann manifold of affine á-planes in R" .) We show that moment

conditions are not sufficient to describe this range when d <n-\ , in contrast to

the compactly supported case. Finally, we show that the dual rf-plane transform

maps g(G{d,n)) surjectively onto f (R").

1. Introduction

In this article we investigate the ¿/-dimensional Radon transform / -> /

on R", where d < n - 1. This transform integrates functions on R" over

¿/-dimensional planes, and so maps functions on R" to functions on G(d, n),

the affine Grassmann manifold of ¿/-dimensional planes in R" . One of the

most interesting problems concerning such transforms is how to characterize

the range of certain function and distribution spaces on Rn , such as &(R"),

^(R"),and r'(R").
For d — n - 1, the ranges of 2 , S", and f ' are characterized by the Hel-

gason moment conditions [9]. For d < n - 1, it is still possible to characterize

the range of 3¡{R") by moment conditions [10], but the situation for ^(R")

is quite different.
In fact, moment conditions do not suffice to describe the range S*(B.n)~,

as will be seen from a simple counterexample in §2. It turns out that the

range y(Rn) ~ can be described as the space of rapidly decreasing functions

on G(d, n) satisfying a system of second-order partial differential equations.

For d = 1 and n = 3 , this result was already obtained by Fritz John in 1938

[14]. For arbitrary d and n, these differential equations were first given ex-

plicitly by Gelfand, Gindikin, and Graev [2] in terms of the local coordinates

on G(d, n). (See also Gelfand-Graev-Shapiro [1] for the analogous results

on C" .)  However, their proof omitted many details.  In 1984, Grinberg [7]
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described the range S*(Rn) ~ in terms of both moment conditions and differ-

ential equations. Finally, in 1986, a complete proof characterizing the range

S"(Rn) " in terms of the differential equations of Gelfand, et al. was obtained

by Richter [16]. Richter also provided a range characterization in terms of

differential equations involving the infinitesimal left regular representation of

the Euclidean motion group E(n) on G(d, n). The proof used extensive local

coordinate calculations on G{d, n).

In this paper, we present a more direct, group-theoretic proof of the range

theorem. As a consequence of a part of the proof, we obtain a proof of the

surjectivity of the dual ¿/-plane transform on the space W(R"). This was proven

by Hertle [13] in the case d = n - 1.

In §2, we define the space S"(G(d, «)) of rapidly decreasing functions on

G(d, n) and the partial Fourier transform on this space. We also prove certain

fundamental properties of this partial Fourier transform. Our definition of

rapidly decreasing functions on G(d, n) is equivalent to, but quite different

in formulation from, that of Richter. However, it can also be easily extended

to define the Schwartz functions on a homogeneous unitary A^-vector bundle,

where K is a compact Lie group. In this section, we will also present the

counterexample referred to above.

In §3, we investigate the infinitesimal left regular representation of the Eu-

clidean motion group on R" and on G(d, n), and its behavior under the Radon

transform. We also introduce the differential operators needed in the statement

of the range theorem.

In §4 we prove the range theorem. Finally in §5, we prove the surjectivity of

the dual ¿/-plane transform on J?(R"). We also present an interesting problem

connected with the nullspace of the dual ¿/-plane transform.

The author is indebted to Professors S. Helgason and E. T. Quinto for valu-

able discussions.

2. Rapidly decreasing functions and

the partial fourier transform on g(d , «)

Let 1 < d < n - 1. The space G(d, n) of ¿/-planes in R" is a homogeneous

space of the group E(n) of isometries of R" . It is also a vector bundle over the

Grassmann manifold Gd n of ¿/-dimensional subspaces of R" , the projection

nd of G(d, n) onto Gd n being the mapping which associates to any £, e

G(d, n) the parallel ¿/-plane a through the origin. The fiber nd (a) of a e

Gd     is naturally identified with a   « R"~  .

If a± is an arbitrary fiber and q> G f(G(¿/, n)), then the restriction of tp to

oJ~ will be denoted <p\a± . Define the differential operator □ on G(d, n) by

(i) (n<p)\a,=Aa,(<p\a,)

for all (p e%{G{d, n)), Aa± being the Laplacian on a . D is invariant under

the action of E(n) on G{d, n) [9]. (See also §4 below.)
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The ¿/-dimensional Radon transform / -> / is defined by

M) = jf(x)dm(x)

for any function / on Rn integrable on ¿/-planes, dm(x) being the Euclidean

measure on the ¿/-planes £ .

Consider the parametrization of G(d, n) given by

(2) i"(c,x)

where a = nd(Ç) and {x} = £ n aL . By [9], the range 3t(R") ~ is the space

2¡H{G{d, «)) consisting of all (p e 3J{G{d, n)) satisfying the condition that

for each m e Z+, there exists a homogeneous degree m polynomial Pm on

R" with

(3) l<p(a,x)(x,u)mdo±(x) = Pm(u)
Jo

for all u e a , da being the Euclidean measure on a . When d = n - 1,

these moment conditions also characterize the range S^(Rn) ~ . We also refer

the reader to [17], in which the range LC(R")~ is described in terms of the

above moment and other intregrability conditions.

A natural question to ask is whether the moment conditions (3) also suffice

to describe the range <9p(Rn)~' when d < n - 1.

Now it is clear that the range ¿^(R")" consists of functions on G(d, n)

which decrease rapidly on its fibers. To make this precise, we first need to

formulate a definition of the space 5*{G{d, n)) of rapidly decreasing functions

on the manifold G(d, n).

It is difficult to define S?(G(d, n)) by means of the parametrization (2),

since x and a are not independent parameters (x e a ). Instead we use the

fact that G{d, n) is a homogeneous 0(«)-unitary vector bundle [19].

Let ex,e2, ... ,en be the usual basis of R" , and let a0 denote the subspace

Rel + Re2 + ■ ■ ■ + Red . We identify a^ with Rn~d = Red+] + ■■■ + Ren. Let

7i : k i-> k ■ <70 be the canonical projection of 0(n) onto Gd n. A compact

subset M c Gd n is called full if M is the closure of its interior. If M is

a full compact subset of Gd n , we say that it admits a local cross section into

0{n) if M is contained in an open set V c Gd n such that there exists a local

C°° cross section r\ of V into a submanifold of O(n) (i.e., non is the identity

map on V). Note that Gd n is a finite union of full compact sets which admit

local cross sections.

By definition, the function <p belongs to S"(G{d, n)) if and only if (p e

%{G{d, n)) and satisfies the estimate

(4) sup   (\ + \\x\\)r\EaDx(p{o,n(o)-x)\<œ
aeM
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for all r e Z , for all differential operators E on Gd n, for ail constant coeffi-

cient differential operators D on Rn~ , and for all full compact subsets M of

Gd n admitting local cross sections n into O(n). Note that n(o) ■ (aQ, x) -

(a, n(a) • x). In the estimate (4), we could also have replaced D by a power

of the operator D. Note also that a local trivialization of the vector bundle

G(d, n) is given by

(5) T:VxR"-d ^nd\v),

{a, x) i-> {a, n{a)-x)

for all x e R"~ , a e V, where V c Gd n is an open set admitting a local

cross section into 0(n).

The advantage in using local cross sections to parametrize G(d, n) locally,

as in (5), is that the distance from the origin to the ¿/-plane {a, n(a) • x) is

ll-xr||. Moreover, the transition matrices between adjacent local trivial bundles

are all orthogonal. The definition (4) may also be used to define the rapidly

decreasing functions on a homogeneous unitary Ä"-vector bundle, where K is

a compact Lie group [19].

Now let <p ç.y(G(d, «)). The partial Fourier transform of <p is the function

(p on G(d, n) given by

(p(o,u)=i   <p(o, x)e~x '   do (x),       uea   .
Jo

Clearly, q> e W(G(d, «)). The inverse partial Fourier transform is defined

likewise.

Proposition 2.1. If <p e S*{G{d, «)), then 0 e SP{G{d, «)).

The proof proceeds as in the Euclidean case and will be omitted.

Next, for each function / e ¿^(R"), we define the function <p , on G(d, n)

by

<pf(a,x) = f(x),        oeGdn,xeaL.

Clearly, (pfe%{G(d, n)).

Lemma 2.2.   <pf € S?{G{d, «)).

The proof is tedious but straightforward. For details, see [3].

Proposition 2.3. If f e <5*{R"), then f 6 &{G{d, n)).

Proof. The Fourier transform / belongs to ¿^(R"), so by Lemma 2.2, <p¡- e

5^{G[d, n)). According to the Projection-slice Theorem [10], <p^ is the partial

Fourier transform of /. Taking inverse partial Fourier transform, Proposition

2.1 implies that / € S*(G(d, n)).

With the definition of 2¡H{G{d, «)) in mind, we define S?H{G{d, n)) to be

the space of all <p &S^{G{d, «)) satisfying the moment conditions (3). Clearly,

the Radon transform / >-* f is a 1-1 map of <9*(R") into ¿?H(G(d, «)) and
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for d - n - 1, it is a bijection [10]. On the other hand, it is not onto for

d < n-\ . In fact, we produce below a function (p G SfiH(G(d, «)) which does

not belong to the range S?{Rn) " .

If a e Gd n, any u e a1 may be considered as a vector field acting on aL .

This vector field will still be denoted by u. For <p e S*H(G(d, «)), the moment

conditions translate to the following differentiability conditions for the partial

Fourier transform at the origin of each a   :

{um0\a±){O) = PJu),       uea1.

This is a condition that holds only at the origin in each a . Consequently, one

can find a function y/ G 3!{G{d, «)) satisfying the following two conditions:

(i) For some xQ G Rn, there exist cr0, cr, G Gd n with x0 G er0 , x0 G ax

such that y/{a0, x0) ^ y/(al, x0).

(ii) y/{a, x) = 0 for all a e Gd n and all x G a± such that ||x|| < 1.

Now by Proposition 2.1,  y/ - (p for some <p G 5^[G{d, «)).   By (ii), <p e

5^H{G{d, «)) with each polynomial Pm identically zero. On the other hand,

(i) implies that ç^ ^ ^(R")", because if (p — f, then ^(cr0, x0) = /(x0) =

y/{al, x0).

We remark that for d = n-1, condition (i) above cannot be fulfilled. We also

remark that if <p G 2H(G(d, «)), its partial Fourier transform <p is analytic

on each fiber aL , and so is determined by its derivatives at the origin. Hence

the global behavior of <p is determined by the moment conditions on <p . This

explains the difference between the results for ^(R") ~ and J/^R") ~ .

3. The infinitesimal action of the Euclidean motion group

In what follows we assume d < n - 1. In order to facilitate later calcu-

lations we also adopt the following conventions. Suppose M is a manifold

of dimension m. Let / be a function, D a differential operator, and T a

distribution on M. If t : M —► M is a diffeomorphism, f will denote the

function /of', DT the differential operator / -> (D{f o t)) o t_1 , and TT

the distribution / -> T(f o t) . Then (D/)T = DT/T, and if £>' is another

differential operator, (DD'Y — DzDn . If t preserves a nonvanishing w-form

co on M (so the adjoint D* of each differential operator D is defined), then

(D*Y = (DT)* and {DTf = £>Trr.

The Euclidean motion group E(n) = O(n) x R" is the set of all ordered

pairs (k, v) where k G O(n) and v g R", with group law (k, v) • (k', i/)

= (£A:' ,*•«' + «). We have R" = E{n)/0{n) and G(d, n) = E(n)/E{d) x

0(n - d). The left action of E(n) on R" and G(d, n) will both be denoted

by t . If k G O(n), we will, as we have been previously doing, replace r(k)x

by the simpler expression k • x .

E(n) may also be identified with the subgroup of GL(« + 1, R) consisting

of the matrices (£ \ ), where k G 0{n) and v G R" . The left regular rep-

resentation of E(n) on f(R") and W{G(d, «)) will be denoted by /I and
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v, respectively:  if g G E(n), then k{g)f = fzi-8) and v(g)q> = tpx{-g)  for

/er(R") and <p €&{G(d, n)).
Let e be the Lie algebra of E(n). Then the infinitesimal left regular repre-

sentations dk and du of e will be extended to the universal enveloping algebra

U(e). Explicitly, if X{,..., Xr G e, then

(6) (dX(Xx ■ ■■Xr)f){x) = j^-A__/(T(exp(-W • ■ • x{-txXx)) - *)}

for all / G ê'ÇR"). A similar expression can be written for dv .

If / G S*(Rn) and g G E(n), it is immediate that {X(g)f) ~ = u{g)f. By

differentiating inside the integral sign we have

(7) (dk(U)f)~ = dv(U)f

for all U G 11(e). (By (8) below, dk{U)f G 3" for all U e il(e), so differentia-
tion inside the integral sign is indeed permissible.)

We may identify the Lie algebra e with the Lie subalgebra of gl(n + 1, R)

consisting of the matrices ( J o ) > wnere T G so(«), v éÍ . Let E¡¡ denote

the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix {ôirSsj)"rs=i . Write

Xij=Eij-E]i,        \<i,j<n,

Ek = Ek,n+l>       l<k<n+l.

Note that XH = 0. e has basis X(j  (i < j) and Ek   (1 < k < n).

If U G 11(e), dX(U) and dv{U) are differential operators on R" and

G{d, n), respectively. In particular,

(8) dMXu) = xi±.-Xj±.      dX(Ek) = -±-
J I &

For 1 < i, j,l < n, let Vtjl = EiXjl + EjXn + E¡Xij g U(e). (If any of the

indices i, j, I coincide, V¡j¡ = 0.) By (7),

(9) dHVu,)f=0

for all / G 5"{Rn).

Following Richter [16], we define S?D{G{d, «)) to be the space of all <p G

y(G(d,n)) satisfying the differential equations dviV^tp = 0. By (9),

5^{Rn)^ c^D{G{d,n)).

4. The range of the ¿/-plane transform

In this section we show that ¿/"(R") " = <9*D(G(d, n)). First we require a

lemma about the adjoint action of E(n) on the elements V¡J¡ G 11(e).
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Lemma 4.1. Let k = {krs)"r s=x G O(n) and v G R". Suppose 1 < i, j, I < n.

Then

(i) Ad(*)rç,.,=   Yldet
%/     ̂ »;      Kl
Ki  Kj  Ki
K¡  Kj  Ki

v
usr-

(ii) Ad(v)Viß = Viß.

Proof. If we consider E(n) as a matrix group, then the adjoint representation

is just given by conjugation: Ad{g)X = gXg~ {g G E{n), X G e). Thus, by

a routine computation,

Ad(k)E, = ¿ kJtEj,     Ad(*)*,, = ¿ VA •
;=1 i,r=\

Hence

u,s ,r

=    ¿^  KiKjKlVusr-
u,s ,r

For each fixed u < s < r in the above sum, we have Vurs = -Vusr, etc., proving

(i). For (ii), write v = Yl"=i vrEr • Then Ad(v)Xj7 = Xj: + vjE¡ - v¡Ej and

Ad{v)E¡ = Ei for all i, j, I. Hence

Ad(t/)rç;/ = Ei{Xjl + ^ - v,Ej) + Ej(Xn + *;,£,. - ViE,)

+ El(Xij + viEj-vjEi) = Vijl.

The next lemma describes how 11(e) behaves under the partial Fourier trans-

form.

Lemma 4.2. Let T G so(n) and v G R" . // <p G 5?{G{d, n)), then

(i)   (dv(T)q>)~ = dv{T)<p, and

(ii)   (dv(v)<p)~(o, x) = -i(v , x)(p{o, x).

Proof. An easy computation shows that

(10) {v{k)<p)~ = v{k)<p

for all k G 0{n). Differentiating, we obtain (i). For (ii), we note that exp(iv) =

tv so that

(v(tv)<p)~(o, x) =  I    ip(o, u - Pa±(tv))e~        do (u)
(11) Jo

-i{P j_{tv),x) ~, s -it{v,x) „, ,
= e     " '<p(o,x) = e <p(o,x).

Here Pa±(tv) is the orthogonal projection of tv on a . Differentiating both

sides of (11) proves (ii).
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By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 4.2, y/ G S^D(G(d, w))~ if and only if

(12) (x;.¿/i/(Xy/) + xjdis(Xli) + xldv{Xij))y/{o, x) = 0

for all i, j, I. Let A/7 be the differential operator in (12). Since du(Ad(g)U)

= dv{U)x(8) for all g G E{n), U G U(e), we have by Lemma 4.1

(13) A™=£det
^«/ Kj Ki
Ki Kj Ki
Ki  Kj  Ki

Ausr'

Equation (13) may also be obtained by direct computation.

The next three lemmas, due to Richter [16], show that the elements of

S?D(G(d, «))~ are of the form <pF , where F G 5"(Rn). Our proofs are based

on(13) and are essentially coordinate-free.

Lemma 4.3. Let y/ G fD(G{d, «))~ . Then there exists F e g,(R"\{0})nC(R")

such that y/{a, x) = F(x) for all a G Gd n , x G a   .

Proof. Fix x G R" . Define 0(x ) to be the subgroup of O(n) consisting of

all k such that k • x - x. (Note O(0 ) = 0(n).) Let so(x ) denote its Lie

algebra. so(x ) consists of all infinitesimal rotations fixing x. Assume first

x # 0. We will prove below that for any Z G so{x ),

(14) (dv(Z)y)(o,x) = 0

for all a G Gd n such that x G a   .It will then follow from (14) that

(15) yf(a,x) = y/{a',x)

for all a, a' G Gd n such that x G a V\a . Thus yi does not depend on

the argument a and (15) can be used to define the function F away from the

origin. It is easily seen that F g ^(R"\{0}) . Also since so((tx) ) = so(x )

for all t # 0, (14) implies that

{dv{Z)y/){o, tx) = 0

for all Z G so(x  ), t ^ 0. Letting ? —> 0, we obtain

(16) (rfi/(Z)¥0(<7,0) = 0

for all Z G jo(x ). Since x is an arbitrary point in R"\{0} , (16) holds for all

Z G *}2xeRn_0so(x ) = so(n). Hence (14) holds even when x = 0, so it can

be used to define F(0). It is easy to see that F is continuous at 0.

We now prove (14). Let r = \\x\\, and let <r0 be the ¿/-dimensional subspace

spanned by ex, ... ,ed. Since O(n) is transitive on the set of ¿/-planes at

a given distance from 0, there exists k G O(n) such that k ■ ren = x and

k ■ a0 = a. Note that 0(xx) = k(°^l) °x)k~l. Thus, since Z G so(x±),

Ad(Oz= E cüW,e(S0(V
\<i<j<n

1)   0

0
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Hence

(dv{Z)y/){o, x) = (du(Z)y/)(k • (ct0, ren))

= (dHZ)vy{k~>](a0,ren)

= {du{Ad{k-l)Z)y/<k'\af),ren)

=    £   c;..(fc)(¿/í/(^..)^"'))((T0,reJ.
\<i<j<n

To prove (14) it will suffice to prove that each of the above summands is zero.

But

(rdHXu)yyx{k~>])(a0,ren) = {Auy(k~\aQ, ren)

, .x(k)    ,x{k~x), s

= (A;j;V)(a,x).

By (13),Ajj^ is a linear combination of operators of the form Ausr.  Since

y/ G S^D , the last expression above equals zero. This proves (14) and the lemma.

The next lemma shows that F is also differentiate at the origin.

Lemma 4.4. Let y/ e i?{G(d, «)) satisfy the condition y/(tr, x) = y/{a , x) for

all x g R", and a, a G Gd n with x G a f)a' . Define the function F on

Rn by F(x) = y/(a, x) for all x G aL . Then F e £{Rn).

Proof. As in the preceding lemma, F G g*(R"\{0}) n C(R"). In particular, F

is continuous at the origin. We intend to show that for each i = 1,...,«,

there exists a function x¥i G %>{G{d, «)) such that

(IV) ||(X) = ¥,.(¿T,X)

for all x t¿ 0 in a1' and all a G Gd n . Since *F(. satisfies the hypothesis of the

present lemma, dF'/x¡ can be extended continuously to the origin. An elemen-

tary induction then proves that all partial derivatives of F can be continuously

extended to the origin.

The proof of (17) consists of several steps.

(A) We first remark that y/ satisfies the relation Atjly/ = 0. In fact, using

the notation in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we have

{\ty){a, x) = (Au¡y/fk   \a0, ren)

,.T(r')       (T(fc~')w s

=   E cusn(k)(Ksy{k   ]){oQ,ren)
u<s<n

=   E cusn(k)r(MXJ^k~l))(ty0,rett).
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Here cusn{k) is an appropriate 3x3 determinant. Now y/T(       satisfies the

hypothesis of the lemma, and Xus G (so("0_1) £) > so (dv{Xus)y(k~l)){oQ, ren) -

0.
(B) Next we examine the relation between dF/dx¡ and the corresponding

derivatives of y/. Let a G Gd n and let ux, ... , ud be an orthonormal basis

of a . We may assume that each u} is a column vector with components «;

(1 < i < n). Recall that we identify each vector v G er    with the corresponding

vector field in a   . We have

(dv{et)\it)(o,x) = - Pa±(e¡M(T, x) = -(P^), gradF(x))

= -(^,PCTx(gradF(x)))

/ d \

ei, gradF(x) - ^(gradi^x), Uj)Uj )

\ ;=1 /

>18) dF    ÁAaF

1        ;=1   r=l        r

— h-E"«^■    +E".;E— Mry

Now if X G 5o(/i), F(exp(rX) • x) = ^(exp(iX) • a , exp(iX) • x). Thus

(19) {dX{X)F){x) = (du(X)y/)(a,x)

for all X G so(n). Hence by part (A) and (12),

xi(dv(,XrJ))y(p,x) + xr(dv{Xji)v){(T,x)

I    dF dF\
= -Xj(dX(Xir)F)(x) = -xj [x^ - x°—^ (x).

Therefore,

(20) |£ = -L (xJx,IZ-xtdv{X,J)¥-xrdHXJi)v)

In (20), the derivatives of F are understood as being evaluated at x G a   ,

and the derivatives of y/ at (a, x). Substituting (20) into (18), and then using
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42), we have

OF(¿W(m)=-^ 1-E4-EE
u   U   Xij   rj   r

r¿¡ J
._. JL I u u u u x

r=\  j=\
X, rj> XiXj

dviXJy,

ÔF_

dx;

u 1J

7=> 7=>    IJ5J

(21)

ÊE7r(V^)+v^^
%\ ]=[ ' J

dF
--»7. h-E^y-E9x

«     ¿

"      2       ^«í;-

7=1 7-1 *''

U-.U-

tEEx^) V
r=l  7=1

7 + |Ev*)<m*,>ÔX.       X
! i  r=l

Here ^,-r(cf) = Yf¡=\ uijurj depends only on a G Gd n. By (21) we have

(22) |£ = -v{et)v + ±XtAir{o)dv{Xlr)¥.
dX:

(C) Let ¥. be the right-hand side of (22). To show that ¥. G W{G{d, n)), it

suffices to show that the second expression on the right-hand side of (22) equals

a C°° function <J>; on G(d, n). This will prove the lemma. In order to prove

this claim, we first assert that

(23) xm E A>M) dv{Xir)v = x,. E Alr(a) dv{Xmr)y,
r=\ r=\

for all 1 < i, m < n . For this it suffices to prove that for each 1 < j < d

n n

(24) xm E urj àv{XiT)\n = x, E urJ dv{Xmr)y/.
r=\ r=\

For then, each side of (24) can be multiplied by u¡- and summed over j . Now

to prove (24), it may be assumed that i = 1  and m = 2. The proof for the
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other cases is analogous. By (12) we have the following system of n equations.

x2u2j        +    x3uy      + ••• +xnunj =-xlulj

x2du{X3x)y/ + x3dv{XX2)yi = -xxdv{X23)y/

x2dv{XAX)y/+ +xiidv{Xx2)y/ = -x, dv{X24)y/

x2dv{XnX)y/+ +xndu(Xx2)y/       = -xx dv{X2n)yi

Eliminating the variables x3, ... , xn , we obtain

x2{u2jdv{Xx2)y/ - u3jdv(X3x)y/ - u^dv{XAX)y/-unjdv{XnX)y/

= x, (-uXj du{Xx2)y/ + uy dv{X23)y/ + u4j du(X24)y/ + --- + unj dv(X2n)y/

This equation simplifies to (24) for i = 1 and m = 2. This proves (24) and

(23).
From (24) we see that xm - 0 implies that £"=1 urjdv{Xmr)y/ - 0, for all

j - \, ... , d so that
n

(25) xm - 0 => ¿2Air(<r)du(Xmr)y = 0.
r=\

Now by [2], G(d, n) is a finite union of trivial bundles Wa with the following

local coordinate representation:

o)a: (a, x) - (y{a), xa).

Here a is a choice of n - d indices /,,..., in_d in {1, ... , «}, xa -

(x; , ... , x¡ ), and y (a) is a local coordinate system for a G nd{ WJ c Gd n.

To prove that <D. G ̂ (G(¿/, n)), it suffices to prove that 0¡\w G %{Wa) for

each a . Suppose first / is one of the indices /,, ... , in_d . Since x; is a local

coordinate in Wa , it follows by (25) for m = i that

' X,
1

-.oo
is a C function on Wa. Suppose next that i is not one of the indices

/,,..., in_d . Choose any m in {ix, ... , in_d) . Since xm is a local coordinate

in Wa , it follows from (25) that the function

(26) E"r=lA¡r(a)dHXmr)ip

Xm

is a C°° function on Wa. But by (23), this function equals 0;. (Strictly

speaking, it equals <P; at the points (er, x) where x, ^ 0, a dense open set

in W . But then (26) extends O, to be a C°° function on all of W .) This

proves that 0( G &{G{d, n)) and thus the lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let the function F be as in Lemma 4.3. Then F eS^(Rn).

Proof. By Lemma 4.4, F G á?(R"). We must now prove the estimate

sup ||x|| |AmF(x)| < oo
xeR"
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where A denotes the Laplacian on R" . For any x ^ 0 in R" , write r = \\x\

and x - x/r. Then x G Sn~   and we have

.    d2    «-19     i .
A = — +-— + -^L .

¿V r    dr J      *

n-\
where L , represents the Laplace operator on 5     . Then

(27)
udl

x\\   -AmF(x)=   E   huvwrU-a-J>L^F(rx'
u,v ,w
finite

^/¡-l
Since the Casimir operator on SO(«) projects to the Laplace operator on S

we have Lx< = c2J(<, dX{Xij). Thus each summand in (27) is itself a linear

combination of terms of the form

(28) r»»dX(Xt---Xt)F(rx')
drv—^\

where each-Yy is a basis element of so(n). But since F(x) — y/(a, x) for

x G er and since, by (19), dX(U)F(x) - dv{U)y/(o, x) for all U G so(n),

(28) equals

(29) rudvldrvdv{X2x---X2s)y/{a,rx)

where x g a1 f)Sn '. We will now estimate (29). Let T: V x Rn~d -+ ndl{V)

be the parametrization of a local trivial subbundle of G(d, n) as in (5), and

let M c Gd n be a full compact subset of V admitting a local cross section n

into O(n). We will show that

(30)

Now

Also,

sup
oeM

xeR"-"

r"^dHX2x...X2)¥(T(a,x)) < oo.

d_

dr

y* xi   d

r" ||x|| dxi '¿+i " "    '

(du(Xf-x;)yf)(T(ff,x))

,2s

dt\.--dt]
ys{exp{-tsXs) ■ ■ • exp(-/.X ) • (a, n{a) ■ x))

t.=Q

d
2s

dt:---dt;
■y/(exp(-t Xs) ■ ■ ■ exp(-t.X.) ■ a, exp(-/X)

exp{-txXx)-n(<j)-x))

',=0
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But exp{-tsXs) ■ ■ ■ exp(-txXx) ■ n{a) -x = tj{exp(-tsXs) ■ ■ ■ exp{-txXx) • a) ■ x

for some x G R"~   so

x =n{Qxp(-tsXs)---exp{-txXx) ■ er)-1 • exp(-tsXs) ■ ■-exp{-txXx) ■ n(a) ■ x

= k{a,tx,...,ts)-x,

where k{a, tx... , ts) G 0(n - d) is a C°° function of a and tx... , ts such

that k(a, 0, ... , 0) = In_d , the (n - d) x (n - d) identity matrix. Thus,

dv{X2x---X2s)y/{T{a,x))

o 2s

-1-—¡{y o D(exp(-tsX) ■ ■ ■ exp(-i,X1) • a, k{a, t) • x)
dtx---dts f,=0

= ECß,Exß Eo(V oY)(a > x)

ß,E

where the sum runs through a finite set of multi-indices ß = (ßd+l, ... , ßn)

and differential operators E on Gd n . Applying

u dv   _ .    u I y^  xi    d

to the above sum yields a finite linear combination of terms of the form
B'        k

x^ ||x|| DxEa(y/ oT)(a, x). Here k may be a negative exponent but this does

not matter. Since y/ G 5?{G{d, «)), each of the above terms is bounded for all

(cr, x) G M x Rn~á , with ||x|| > 1, say. This shows that (30), and hence (28)

and (27) are bounded.

Theorem 4.6. S"{*n)~ =S"D{G(d,n)).

Proof. We have already seen that 3>{Rn)~ c S^D(G(d, «)). So let q> G

S*D(G(d, «)), let y/ - <p, and let F be as in Lemma 4.3. By lemma 4.5,

F G ̂ (R"). By projection-slice, the partial Fourier transform (/)~ satisfies

(f)~(a,x) = f(x) = F(x) = 0(<7,x).

Taking inverse partial Fourier transform, we obtain / = q>, as desired.

5. The range of the dual ¿/-plane transform

Consider the dual ¿/-plane transform y> —> y> from functions on G(d, n) to

functions on R" , given by

Hx) = /     (p{x{x)a)da,        <p G W'{G{d, «)).

where da is the normalized 0(«)-invariant measure on Gd n = 0(n)/0(d) x

0(n - d). In this section we will prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1.  <T((7(¿/, n))'= <T(R").

This was proven by Hertle [13] in the case d = n - 1.

Before proceeding with the proof, let us first gather some preliminary facts.

Since G(d, n) = E(n)/E(d) x 0(n - d) is a quotient of unimodular groups,

there exists a unique (up to constant multiple) C°° measure ß on G(d, n)

which is invariant under x(E(n)). We fix the measure ß to satisfy

/       <p(t)d/i(i)= f      f   <p(<7,x)da±(x)da!       <p e 9)(G(d, «)).
JG(d,n) JGd „ Jo1

Then by general principles [11],

(31) f       f(Z)<p(t)dn(t)= [ f{x)<p{x)dx
JG{d,n) JR"

for all / G 2{Rn), q> G &{G(d, n)). If D is a differential operator on

G{d, «)), the adjoint operator with respect to ß will be denoted D*. Since ß

is preserved under r(E(n)), we have dv(X)* - -dv(X) for all X g e. From

this one can easily see that dv(V¡..¡)* = dv{V¡.7) for all i, j, /.

By [12], the map /-> / is continuous from ^"(R") into 3¡(G{d, «)) and

the map ç> —> ̂ is continuous from f (C7(¿/, «)) to ^(R"). Using the relation

(31), these maps have natural extensions to continuous maps S -> S from

r'(R") into r'(C7(c/, «)) and T^ f from 2t'{G{d, «)) to ^'(R") [10].
IfyGCw = C-{«,/î + 2,/î + 4,...}, /y will denote the Riesz potential

(32) ff{x) = j±-r f f(y)\\x-y\rndy,

for / g &(R"), where HH(y) = 2}'nn'2Y{\y)T{\{n - y))~l. When Re(y) <

0, this is interpreted as analytic continuation. For any real number p such

that -2p G Cn, the fractional power Ap of the Laplacian A on R" is then

defined by {-Aff = I~2pf (/ g ^(R")). The Fourier transform / of /

satisfies ((-A)VH") = \\u\\2pf(u).
According to Ortner [15, Satz 9], the following formula holds: if y, ß G Cn

such that Re(y + ß) < n , then

(33) f f f = Iy+It f

for all / G ̂ (R"). Suppose now tp e S"{G{d, «)). In accordance with (32),

the fractional power D cp is defined by

(-D) <p(a, x) = /~2 (p(a,x)

= Hn_d(-2k)-{ j^± <p{o, y)||x -yf2k-{"-d) da\y)

interpreted, as above, for k > 0 by analytic continuation. Using the parame-

trization (5) of G{d, n), we have

{-n)k<p(T(o, x)) = HA-2k)~X [     <poT(a, u)\\x - uf2k'{n~d) du.
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Thus, under the parametrization F, the operator (-D) is given by convolution

with a tempered distribution in Rn~d . Hence {-0)ky> G &(G(d, «)) and the

map tp -» <p is continuous from S?(G(d, «)) into £{G{d, n)).

Lemma 5.2. Let <p G 5?{G{d, n)) and k > 0. Then there exists a constant C

suchthat \(-D)ktp(a,u)\<C(l + \\u\\)~2k~{n~d) forall (reGdn, u g a1.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 1 of [15], applied to each local param-

etrization T of G(d, n), since the set of functions {x -+ ^(r(er, x))|ct g V}

is a bounded subset (in the topology) of S"(Rn~ ).

By Lemma 5.2, the partial Fourier transform  ((-D) <p)~ is given by an

absolutely convergent integral for <p g 5?{G{d, «)) and satisfies

(34) ((-a)k<pr(o,u) = \\u\\2k<p(cj,u)

Lemma 5.3. Let f G ̂ (R"). Then for any k>0,

(35) ((-A)Vr = (-D)7
Proof. If k G Z+, (35) is obvious, so we assume k £ Z+. By Lemma 1 of

[15], (-A)kf(x) = Odlxir"-2*) as ||;c|| - oo so ((-A)*/)~ is well-defined.

(35) follows, since the partial Fourier transform of both sides is \\u\\2kf(u).

By (33) and (35) we have the following inversion formula for the transform

/-/ (see [10]):

(36) cnf= U(-Af2f)~J= ((-n)d/2fj

where cn = Andl2T{\n)Y{\{n - ¿/))_1.

Now it is easy to see that if k > 0,

(37) f        (-n)kç>(Z).y(Z)dfi(Ç)= [        c»(í).(-D)V(í)^(í)
JG(d,n) JG(d,n)

for all <p, y/ G 2{G{d, «)). Thus for any T G %'(G{d, n)), we can de-

fine the distribution (-\3)kT G 3\G[d, «)) by the formula ((-D)*r)(p) =

T((-D) tp), for any tp e 2>{G{d, «)). Since the map ç? -* (-□) ^ is contin-

uous from 3¡{G{d, n)) into W{G{d, n)), the adjoint map T —► (-D) T is

continuous from &'(G(d, «)) to 3'{G{d, »)).

Lemma 5.4. IFe /*¿zve
(i)   ((-D)V)T(?) = (-Ü)VT(Í).

(ii) ((-D)fcr)T(g) = (-D)fcrî(^,

for all g e E{n), <p e&{G(d, «)), T e %'{G{d, n)).

Proof. Upon taking the partial Fourier transform of both sides, (i) follows from

(34) and (10) and (11) in Lemma 4.2. (ii) follows by applying both sides to a

given tp e3¡ and using (i).

Now Theorem 5.1 is a consequence of the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 5.5 (Helgason [12]). Let G/K and G/H be homogeneous spaces in

duality, K compact. Let N denote the kernel of S -> S on %'{G/K). Assume

the subspace W\G¡K) " c g\G¡H) is closed, &'(G/H) carrying the strong

topology. Then

(38) g{GIHy=N^,

where NL = {f e g(G/K)\S(f) = 0 for all S G N} .

A special case of Lemma 5.5 was first proven by Hertle [13]. In the present

situation G/K = E{n)/0(n) = R" and G/H = E(n)/E(d) x 0(n - d) =
G(d, n).

Lemma 5.6.  r'(R") ~ = {T € £'{G{d, n))\dv(Vm)T = 0 for all /,;,/}.

Assuming the above two lemmas, Theorem 5.1 is proven as follows. By

Lemma 5.6, <£'{Rn) " is weakly closed, hence strongly closed in g?'(G{d, «)).

By the injectivity of the map 5-»5 [10], we have N = 0, so Theorem 5.1

follows from (38).

Proof of Lemma 5.6. Lemma 5.6 is obtained from Theorem 4.6 by an approx-

imation argument. We proceed as follows. If 0 G 3¡{E{ri)) and *F is a distri-

bution on R" or G(d, n), we write <f> * *¥ = ¡E{n) 4>{g) • Y^ dg, where dg

is the Haar measure on E(n). Then </> * ¥ is a C°° function [11], compactly

supported if *F is.

Now let {<pm}™=x C 2¡{E{n)) be any sequence converging in i?'(E(n)) to

6e, the ¿-function at the identity of E{n). If 5" G f '(R"), then

lim 4>   * S = S
m—>oo    m

in the (strong) topology of W'{Rn), so that

lim {<j>m * S) ~ = S

in g\G{d,n)). Thus,

dv(ViJl)S=hmodv(ViJ,Mm*sr = 0

by Theorem 4.6. On the other hand, let T G %'(G(d, n)) satisfy dv{Vijt)T = 0

for all i, j, I. We have limm_oo 4>m*T = T in W\G{d, n)) and

dv{Vi}l){<pm*T)= [    <ßm(g)dHVul)(TT{g))dg
JEln)

L
(»)

^(^((¿/i/Adi^-y^r)^^^
£(«)

By Lemma 4.1, Ad{g {)Vijl = zZcUir^Wr' so ^ tne hypothesis on  T, the

right-hand side equals zero. Thus, by Theorem 4.6 and the Support Theorem
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[9], <f>m*T = fm, for some fm G ¿&(R"). From the inversion formula (36), we

have

(39) cnfm = {{-nf2{<i>m*T)y.

Now by Lemma 5.3, (-D) ' (<pm * T) = <pm* (-D) ' T, which converges to

(-D)d/2T in 3f'(G(d, n)).   Thus, fm = c~\<pm * (-n)d/2Ty converges to

the distribution S = ((-D)d/2T)Y in ^'(R"). But the functions (ßm*T are

all supported on a common compact subset of G{d, n), so by the Support

Theorem, the functions fm are all supported in a common subset of R" . Thus

S G f'(R") and {fm} converges to S in the space W(Rn). It follows that

T= lim (pm*T= lim fm = S,
m—»oo    "' m-»oo   m

the convergence being inïï'{G(d, n)). This proves Lemma 5.6.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is now complete.

Remark. For d < n-1, it is difficult to formulate a range theorem for %'(Rn) ~

in terms of moment conditions. The reason is that er and x G aL are not

independent parameters.

Let H be the nullspace of the transform tp —> y> on 2>{G{d, n)), i.e., the

annihilator of W'{Rn) ". Since the operators ¿¡/(V^) are all selfadjoint, The-

orem 5.1 implies that H is the double annihilator, that is to say the weak

closure, of the subspace ]C¿</<i dv{Vijl)^'{G(d, «)). In particular, H con-

tains functions of compact support. By contrast, the dual transform is injective

on 2¡{G{n - 1, n)) [4, 18]. For d = 1 and n = 3, H is thus the weak closure

of dv(Vx23)g'(G(l, 3)) c !?((?( 1, 3)). It is an interesting problem to determine

whether H = dv(Vx23S'(G(l, 3)), i.e., whether or not there are functions in H

that do not belong to the range of the operator du(Vx23).
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